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ABSTRACT
Open source package repositories have become a crucial component
of the modern software supply chain since they enable developers
to easily and rapidly import code written by others. However, low
quality, poorly vetted code residing in such repositories exposes
developers and end-users to dangerous bugs and vulnerabilities at
a large scale.

Such issues have recently led to the creation of government-
backed verification standards pertaining to packages, as well as a
significant body of developer folklore regarding what constitutes
a reliable package. However, there exists little academic research
assessing the relationships between recommended development
practices and known package issues in this domain.

Motivated by this gap in understanding, we conduct a large-scale
study that formally evaluates whether adherence to these guidelines
meaningfully impacts reported issues and bug maintenance activity
across the most widely utilized npm packages (encompassing 7,162
packages with over 100K weekly downloads each), which unveiled
wide disparities across package-level metrics.

We find that it is only recommendations pertaining to a broad
notion of scrutiny that provide strong and reliable insights into
the reporting and resolving of package issues. These findings pose
significant implications for developers, who seek to identify well-
maintained packages for use, as well as security researchers, who
seek to identify suspicious packages for critical observation.
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• Software and its engineering→ Software libraries and repos-
itories; Software verification and validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern software infrastructure often relies on third-party code
dependencies, known as packages, residing in open source reposi-
tories. The rapid rise of these language-based package ecosystems
highlights their widespread use and importance to the software
development community. The largest of such language-based repos-
itories is npm [70] for Node.js, which serves billions of weekly
downloads of more than two million unique packages, all the while
continually growing at a rate of nearly one thousand new packages
per day [20].

npm’s frontend package manager allows developers to easily
import packages into their own codebases via a simple command
line interface, which in turn has enabled wide-scale code shar-
ing, extensive code reuse, and rapid software development cycles.
Despite these advantages, this very process has also enabled the
propagation of dangerous bugs and vulnerabilities, as illustrated by
the almost three thousand common vulnerabilities and exposures
(CVEs) which have been derived from npm packages alone [6].

Attempting to avoid these problems, the software development
community surrounding npm asserts considerable claims regarding
how to select a reliable package [9, 12, 54, 61, 74], but these claims
are largely untested in empirical settings. In a similar vein, recent
national cybersecurity initiatives [1] have led the U.S. government
to issue official development standards [13], aimed at catching
vulnerabilities and other software flaws.

This paper seeks to formally evaluate whether adherence to these
guidelines meaningfully impacts the quality-driven outcomes of
packages–including reported issues and bug maintenance activity.
This particular notion of quality serves to aid users in avoiding
software defects, which may expose attack surfaces to adversaries
along the software supply chain.

We encounter several challenges in our work. A first challenge
exists in defining a representative and effective dataset for our
analysis. npm is a treasure trove of package data, but also an ex-
tremely noisy one, containing large amounts of empty and unused
packages [68]. We opt to focus on the most frequently downloaded
npm packages because they have the greatest overall impacts and
represent the most typical use cases. Packages that garner more
than 100K weekly downloads account for the majority of all pack-
age downloads in npm [68], and they are thus representative of
general repository usage. Applying this insight, we extract a wide
range of package metrics for 7,162 of the most widely-utilized npm
packages, which each boast weekly download counts ranging from
100K to 191M. Finally, we utilize the bug maintenance activity and
the issues reported against these packages to comparatively assess
proposed advice and standards.

A second challenge of this study is that different software met-
rics may measure related, overlapping aspects, and thus may not
be independent. It is important to distinguish metrics that truly
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correlate with the reporting and resolving of package issues from
metrics that only appear to do so due to the effects of confounding
factors. We perform careful statistical analysis, leading to the identi-
fication of a small set of metrics which robustly and independently
correlate with issue reports and bug maintenance activity.

Our study offers several benefits to the software development
community. First, it critically assesses conventional guidance so
as to provide developers with empirically-backed recommenda-
tions for identifying highly maintained and reliable packages to
use in their projects. Moreover, it aids both package maintainers
and security researchers alike in identifying packages which are
under-scrutinized and thus more attractive for critical observation.

From this study, we uncover wide disparities across package-
level metrics, issue reports, and bug maintenance amongst the most
widely utilized npm packages. Our findings identify specific metrics,
which we relate to a broad notion of scrutiny, that is strongly and
independently associated with the reporting and resolving of pack-
age issues. Importantly, we also find that, when controlling for the
observed effects of our notion of scrutiny, other package metrics,
recommendations from conventional wisdom, and official standards
offer very few insights into reported issues and bug maintenance.

Not only do our findings support Linus’ Law [60], a common
software development adage which posits that many eyes make
all bugs shallow–they ultimately suggest that a better alternative
has yet to be found. Motivated by these results, we propose that
developers and security researchers alike would benefit from em-
ploying scrutiny-based metrics to select the packages that they use
and critically analyze.

Overall, the contributions of this work are as follows:
• We construct a large-scale dataset of metrics pertaining to
the most widely-utilized npm packages, which we publicly
release via the Open Science Framework [3] for further anal-
ysis, study, and replicability1

• We evaluate the effectiveness of presently suggested package
metrics and standards with respect to their impacts on the
reporting and resolving of issues across npm packages.

• We propose recommendations and metrics for identifying
npm packages that are highly scrutinized, and conversely,
packages which might benefit from additional critical obser-
vation. Measured correlation coefficients demonstrate that
packages with more contributors, forkers, and total commits
are strongly associated (+0.703 to +0.732) with increased
issue reports relative to use, as well as moderately associated
(+0.475 to +0.529) with a proportional increase in commit
activity dedicated to resolving issues.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Software Defect Detection
Related to this work is the field of software defect detection, which
seeks to characterize [24, 31, 36, 37, 40, 49, 50, 83] and discover [44,
73, 76] flaws in software, i.e. bugs. Many works [33, 51, 62, 64, 85]
utilize software metrics to predict when and where defects occur
across the lifecycle of software development, and more modern
prediction approaches often deploy machine learning [10, 56].

1https://osf.io/mtrsj/?view_only=0bef73c2fb6d4363b72aa3c54fbefd22

Some works [24, 32, 66] have employed known software defects
as a means of assessing software quality metrics. Spinellis et al. [66]
propose a general system for calculating, storing, and assessing
software quality via modular metrics, which they employ to iden-
tify key quality metrics pertaining to code complexity and software
development communities. Greiler et al. [32] investigate software
quality and identify significant relationships between known de-
fects and project ownership structures.

We differ from these works both in our choice of domain and
our overarching goal. Rather than seeking to predict where bugs
occur or assess our own software quality metrics, our focus is on
evaluating existing advice and standards which purport to impact
defects encountered by npm users.

2.2 Characterization of Package Repositories
Also similar to our work is the body of research analyzing the
properties and evolution of various package repositories [18, 29,
59, 75]. Researchers have discovered significant interdependence
between packages [22, 39, 75], particularly in npm, where 93% of
package code resides in third-party dependencies [41]. The highly-
interdependent nature of these repositories has been shown to
further propagate bugs and vulnerabilities across packages through
their direct and indirect dependencies [25, 47, 78].

Studies into the nature of package popularity [23, 24, 48, 82]
find wide download and usage disparities across packages. Within
npm, most packages are practically never downloaded by real users
(i.e. they are almost exclusively downloaded by bots and crawlers
which routinely download the entire package registry), and the
top less-than-1% of packages garner the majority of all package
downloads [68].

Other works investigate and characterize specific phenomena
discovered in package registries. Two works by Abdalkareem et
al. [7, 8] analyze the use and impacts of trivial packages, which
contain few lines of code and exhibit only very simple functionality.
Wyss et al. [77] investigate the phenomenon of package cloning
within npm, and Zerouali et al. [81] explore how npm packages
delay updating their dependencies for significant periods of time.

Expanding upon these past works, we conduct a study which
employs a broad range of key package metrics to formally assess
conventional developer wisdom and government-backed develop-
ment standards within a large sample of the most widely-utilized
npm packages.

2.3 Software Supply Chain Security
There exist numerous security challenges intrinsic to open source
package repositories and the software supply chains they enable.
Many works demonstrate how flaws in code dependencies are
leveraged to compromise the security and stability of both package
repositories and the overall process of software development [11,
16, 17, 43, 55, 57, 70, 84]. The security impacts of malicious, com-
promised, or otherwise poorly vetted dependencies encompasses
a significant body of work [15, 21, 34, 42, 58, 69, 79], and there
further exists extensive and ongoing efforts to detect malicious
and vulnerable packages through metadata and code-based sig-
nals [2, 25, 27, 28, 46, 53, 67, 68, 80].
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Figure 1: Distribution of bug maintenance ratios across our
package dataset.

Our work has important security implications; identifying pack-
ages, metrics, and advice which are more effectively scrutinized
helps to strengthen the integrity of the supply chain, and identify-
ing those which are less effectively scrutinized helps to prioritize
targets for critical observation. Moreover, our work benefits user ex-
perience, as well-scrutinized advice and standards aids developers
in selecting high-quality, reliable packages for their own use.

3 OVERVIEW
Our study seeks to assess whether adherence to presently recom-
mended advice and standards impacts the quality-driven outcomes
of npm packages. We first describe the methodology of our study,
including the construction of our dataset and the selection of our
target metrics for correlative analysis. Then, we describe the pro-
cesses we use to identify existing recommendations and the package
metrics we extract from such recommendations.

3.1 Methodology
For the purposes of our study, we seek to build and analyze a large-
scale dataset encompassing a wide range of recommended package
metrics for the most popular npm packages. We choose to focus our
study on the most popular npm packages–those which garner more
than 100,000 weekly downloads–for two key reasons: (i) packages
above this popularity threshold account for the majority of all npm
package downloads [68] and thus are representative of npm’s most
typical use cases; and (ii) the most highly utilized packages have
the greatest impacts on the software development community.
Dataset Construction:

At the initial time of our analysis (May 31st, 2022), we identi-
fied a total of 9,341 unique npm packages that met our popularity
threshold and thus formed our preliminary package dataset.

The npm package repository provides rich metadata for each
package in the form of a standardized package.json file, which we
employ as a source of package metrics relating to usage, dependen-
cies, versioning, size, and licensing. The overwhelming majority
(93%) of these packages declare an associated GitHub repository in
their metadata, which we extract and further employ as a source
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Figure 2: Distribution of issues per downloads across our
package dataset. Note the logarithmic scale on the x-axis.

of package metrics relating to repository usage, project workflows,
and development history.

We collect additional repository-level metrics from the Open
Source Security Foundation (OSSF) Scorecards project [4], which an-
alyzes GitHub workflows to determine whether repositories engage
in development practices such as having security and code-review
policies, inventorying their code dependencies, and using known
static analysis and fuzzing tools. We successfully extracted associ-
ated GitHub repositories and collected such metrics for 8,644 of the
packages in our dataset.

In some cases, multiple packages declare the same associated
GitHub repository (for example, the lodash package, and its sub-
module, lodash.isequal, both declare github.com/lodash/lodash
as their associated GitHub repository). To avoid duplicating or
incorrectly separating out repository-level metrics across multiple
packages, we merge packages which declare the same associated
GitHub repository into a single, project-level data point for the
purposes of conducting statistical analyses. Across our dataset, we
identify a total of 1,863 packages which declare the same GitHub
repository as another package in our dataset.

We perform additional analysis on the codebases2 of packages
to identify automated testing scripts, linting scripts, and use of
built-in protections. Code-level metrics were successfully extracted
for 83% of analyzed packages, with failures resulting from code-
bases that failed to generate valid intermediate representations
needed for analysis, which typically occured due to nonstandard
environmental dependencies that could not be automatically re-
solved. A cursory analysis of failed packages revealed that they
spanned a representative range of package sizes, download counts,
development histories, and other package metrics. Thus, we believe
discarding those packages which could not be analyzed retains a
representative sample of the most popular npm packages, which is
sufficient for the aims of our study.

2Past work [71, 72] has identified that package code residing in GitHub is not always
a perfect match of package code residing in the package manager. We account for this
potential concern by obtaining all package code directly from the package manager.
We only utilize GitHub to collect metadata regarding packages and their development
histories.
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Label Target Metrics Description

BMR. Bug Maintenance Ratio Total bug references across all commits normalized per unit commit
IPD. Issues Per Download Total GitHub issues normalized per weekly download count

Developer-Proposed Metrics

D.1. Weekly Downloads Total package downloads from npm measured per week
D.2. Dependencies Total package dependencies
D.3. Reverse Dependencies Total packages that depend on the given package
D.4. Size Physical package size, measured in bytes
D.5. Versions∗ Total available package versions
D.6. Vulnerabilities Total disclosed vulnerabilities across all package versions
D.7. License Whether package declares a license
D.8. Commits∗ Total GitHub commits
D.9. Contributors∗ Total GitHub contributors
D.10. Stars∗ Total GitHub stars
D.11. Forks∗ Total GitHub forks
D.12. Open Issues∗ Total open GitHub issues
D.13. Open Pull Requests∗ Total open GitHub pull requests
D.14. Security Policy∗ Whether repository declares a security policy
D.15. Code-Review Policy∗ Whether repository declares a code-review policy
D.16. Code Coverage Integration∗ Whether repository is integrated with popular code coverage reporting framework

NIST Guidelines Associated Metrics

N.1. Testing Framework∗ Whether package declares automated testing scripts
N.2. Static Analysis Tooling∗ Whether repository is integrated with known static analysis frameworks
N.3. Linting Framework Whether package declares automated linting scripts
N.4. Fuzzing Tooling∗ Whether repository is integrated with known fuzzing frameworks
N.5. Code Coverage Integration∗ Whether repository is integrated with popular code coverage reporting framework
N.6. Uses Strict Mode Whether package utilizes Javascript’s built-in strict mode checks
N.7. Dependency-Update Tooling∗ Whether repository is integrated with known dependency updating frameworks
N.8. Dependency Pinning∗ Whether repository inventories dependency versions at release
N.9. Code-Review Policy∗ Whether repository declares a code-review policy

∗Indicates Scrutiny-Related Metric

Table 1: Index of our dataset’s package metrics and their descriptions, separated by category.

This process resulted in a final dataset containing complete pack-
age metrics for 7,162 npm packages spanning 5,299 unique GitHub
repositories. A total index of analyzed package metrics by category,
including labels and descriptions, is presented in Table 1.

We find that many of the metrics in our dataset pertain to
scrutiny–a notion we employ to broadly refer to critical observation
and engagement with a codebase–which we investigate further in
Section 4. We note that this notion of scrutiny is subject to interpre-
tation, which we discuss in Section 5.2 For clarity of presentation,
we denote metrics we interpret as scrutiny-related in Table 1.
Target Metrics:

To characterize the effectiveness of existing recommendations,
we first identify target metrics by which wewill assess the quality of
presently recommended advice and standards. To select our target
metrics, we draw upon the body of research literature on software
quality metrics.

Such works often evaluate a software’s quality based on the
discovery of defects across its development lifecycle, which are typ-
ically extracted from official bug tracking databases, e.g. Bugzilla,

to supply ground truth for known software defects [33, 66, 83, 85].
One particular challenge inherent to our domain of npm is that
there exists no official database for tracking defects discovered
within npm packages (save for the small fraction of package vul-
nerabilities which have associated CVE numbers [6]). As such, we
employ heuristics to broadly infer package defects from the GitHub
repositories associated with those packages.

One potential source for identifying package defects is their
GitHub commit history, which we utilize to infer defects from
commit messages that contain textual references to discovered bugs.
We note numerous past works that employed similar techniques to
extract software defects from version control system logs [19, 26,
32, 65, 86]. Another potential source of package defects is GitHub
issues, which past work has also employed [24].

An additional challenge intrinsic to our domain of npm is that
fairly comparing discovered defects across packages is made diffi-
cult by vastly different levels of usage and development histories
which span asynchronously across the period of more than thirteen
years since the inception of npm. We overcome this challenge by
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WDs Bug Maintenance Ratio Issues Per Download

Part. Avg. Med. SD Avg. Med. SD

1 0.0083 0.0 0.022 0.0018 1.6e−4 0.0087
2 0.0088 0.0 0.021 0.0012 9.3e−5 0.0048
3 0.0070 0.0 0.015 7.0e−4 4.7e−5 0.0031
4 0.0074 0.0 0.020 2.3e−4 1.2e−5 0.0011
5 0.0059 0.0 0.013 2.8e−5 1.5e−6 1.3e−4

CMTs Bug Maintenance Ratio Issues Per Download

Part. Avg. Med. SD Avg. Med. SD

1 0.0045 0.0 0.023 2.9e−5 1.7e−6 5.4e−4
2 0.0064 0.0 0.018 4.0e−5 7.1e−6 3.4e−4
3 0.0075 0.0 0.016 9.8e−5 3.0e−5 1.7e−4
4 0.0076 0.0035 0.016 3.4e−4 9.3e−5 6.7e−4
5 0.011 0.0065 0.019 0.0034 8.1e−4 0.010

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of our target metrics across partitions of our dataset. Partitions along weekly downloads are
depicted in the left table, and partitions along commits are depicted in the right table.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots of our target metric distributions across partitions of our dataset, with partition boundaries denoted by
the dashed red lines. Note the logarithmic scale on the x-axes.

WDs Bug Maintenance Ratio Issues Per Download

Parts. U-result Significant? U-result Significant?

1-2 578,293.5 no 508,398 yes
2-3 510,415 no 451,681 yes
3-4 529,858 yes 378,592 yes
4-5 596,726.5 no 327,061.5 yes

CMTs Bug Maintenance Ratio Issues Per Download

Parts. U-result Significant? U-result Significant?

1-2 619,260 yes 751,107.5 yes
2-3 591,939 yes 699,025.5 yes
3-4 641,633.5 yes 736,057 yes
4-5 777,720.5 yes 921,044 yes

Table 3: Mann-Whitney U tests assessing differences in the distributions of our target metrics across partitions of our dataset.
Partitions along weekly downloads are depicted in the left table, and partitions along commits are depicted in the right table.
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applying normalizations that account for such disparities in the
construction of our target metrics.

To construct a software quality metric that is adjusted for to-
tal development history, we measure the total quantity of GitHub
commits whose messages contain the word "bug" or "bugs", divided
by the total quantity of GitHub commits, which we term the bug
maintenance ratio of a package. This metrics is representative of the
overall proportion of commits dedicated to addressing bugs, with
larger values indicating a greater fraction of commits which handle
bugs. Figure 1 presents the distribution of bug maintenance ratios
across our package dataset. Most packages exhibit a bug mainte-
nance ratio between 0.0 and 0.01, and only a few hundred packages
garner bug maintenance ratios greater than 0.06, indicating that
packages generally dedicate only a small proportion of their total
commit activity to bug maintenance.

Additionally, Dey et al. [24] propose a usage-independent soft-
ware quality metric, defined as the total quantity of GitHub issues
per package download, which we utilize as an additional target
metric. This metric, which we term as issues per download, is rep-
resentative of user-provided defect reports relative to package use,
with larger values indicating higher proportions of users reporting
defects. We present the distribution of issues per downloads across
our package dataset in Figure 2. Examined packages appear to
exhibit a roughly normal distribution of issues per downloads cen-
tered around 0.00005, indicating that generally, proportionally few
package users report encountering issues to package maintainers
via GitHub.

To investigate whether our target metrics reveal interesting and
distinguishing properties of packages, we examine their distribu-
tions across partitions of our dataset by usage and development
history. We adopt a methodology similar to past work [36] that
has analyzed the distributions of software issues relative to usage:
first, we divide our dataset into a set of five equal-sized partitions,
ranging from the lowest fifth of weekly download counts to the
highest fifth of weekly download counts. We additionally create a
second set of partitions along total package commits, following the
same process. We present descriptive statistics of our target metrics
across these partitions in Table 2, and we plot the distributions of
our target metrics across these partitions–alongside the partition
boundaries–in Figure 3.

Plotted distributions reveal that both of our target metrics gen-
erally increase with total commits and decrease with weekly down-
loads. We observe greater dispersion in the values of both of our
target metrics within the lowest partition of both commits and
weekly downloads, as well as much greater dispersion in the values
of issues per downloads within the highest partition of commits.
To determine whether the distributions of our target metrics across
partitions demonstrate statistically significant differences, we con-
duct Mann-Whitney U tests, of which we present the results in
Table 3. The results of our Mann-Whitney U tests demonstrate
significant differences in the distributions of each target metric
across adjacent partitions, except for the bug maintenance ratios
across the first through third, and the fourth through fifth, weekly
downloads partitions. The statistical significance of these distribu-
tions indicates that our target metrics do meaningfully distinguish
packages across our dataset.

In tandem, our target metrics are representative of user experi-
ence and package maintenance. Higher values of issues per down-
load indicate that proportionally more package users are reporting
(and thus encountering) issues in their package usage experience,
and higher values of bug maintenance ratio indicate that a package
is dedicating proportionally more of its development history to
the maintenance of defects. As such, these target metrics enable
us to empirically assess whether existing advice and standards for
packages provide meaningful insights into user experience and
package maintenance, which we investigate via correlative analysis
in Section 4.

There is no uniform standard in qualitatively describing the
strength of correlation coefficients [35]. For our study, we refer
to the strength of measured correlations as very weak when their
magnitude is less than 0.2, weak when at least 0.2 but less than 0.4,
moderate when at least 0.4 but less than 0.6, strong when at least
0.6 but less than 0.8, and very strong at or above 0.8. Throughout
our study, we use Spearman correlations since the distribution of
many metrics is decidedly non-normal.

3.2 Existing Recommendations
Our study seeks to analyze the existing body of recommendations
regarding best practices in the use and development of npm pack-
ages, which includes both conventional developer wisdom and
official software development standards. Providing an empirical
backing from measurable impacts on our target metrics would
help to validate this existing body of folklore and standards, thus
building well-evidenced, actionable advice.
Developer-Proposed Metrics:

There exists a substantial body of developer folklore concern-
ing what constitutes a ’good’ npm package. Some past research
has also interviewed developers about their processes for selecting
third-party libraries [14, 38, 45], or proposed systems for recom-
mending third-party libraries [52]. However, the effectiveness of
developer-proposed recommendations remains largely untested
within the academic literature. We seek to bridge this gap by in-
vestigating whether package metrics derived from conventional
developer wisdom impact our target metrics.

Because npm is a rapidly evolving ecosystem, we opt to conduct
a fresh analysis of developer-proposed metrics, which we compare
against past research for completeness. To identify the software
development community’s proposed metrics for evaluating pack-
ages, we query the Google search engine for articles written by
software developers detailing processes and metrics they utilize to
select npm packages. We use the query terms "how to choose the
right npm package", "choosing high quality npm packages", and
"selecting the best npm package" to gather articles that meet the cri-
teria of (i) being written by software developers and (ii) describing
programatically measurable, actionable metrics. We employ this
selection criteria so that the metrics we obtain are actively being
recommended within the software development community and
are feasible to calculate for our analysis. For each article, we extract
and measure all suggested metrics, continuing this process until a
steady state of extracted metrics is reached and remains unchanged
for three consecutive articles. This process converged after just five
articles [9, 12, 54, 61, 74]. Below, we describe the extracted metrics.
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We find that developers value packages that are highly down-
loaded and depended on, have more version releases, are smaller
in size, and declare fewer dependencies [9, 54, 61, 74]. We encapsu-
late these recommendations as metrics in weekly download counts,
reverse dependencies, version releases, package size, and dependen-
cies reported by npm metadata. We also find that developers value
larger and more active GitHub communities, particularly those
which harbor greater commits, contributors, stars, and forks, as well
as fewer unresolved (open) issues and pull requests [9, 12, 54, 61, 74].
We obtain such metrics from packages’ associated GitHub reposito-
ries. Further, we find that developers are concerned about known
vulnerabilities in packages [9, 12, 54, 61, 74], which we collect from
npm’s advisory database [6]. Lastly, we find that developers value
procedural metrics, including whether a package declares a license,
a security policy, a code-review policy, and is integrated with a code
coverage reporting framework [9, 54, 61, 74]. We obtain licensure
information from npm metadata. The presence of a security policy
is determined as whether a package’s repository declares a stan-
dardized SECURITY.md file. We detect the presence of a code-review
policy by leveraging analysis performed by the OSSF Scorecards
project [4] which determines whether a package’s GitHub reposi-
tory is configured to require code-review prior to merging a pull
request. Finally, integration with a code coverage reporting frame-
work is encapsulated as whether a package’s GitHub repository
employs CodeCov [63], the most popular code coverage reporting
application on the GitHub Marketplace [30].

Many of the developer-proposed metrics we identify are also
noted by past research on third-party library selection, including
GitHub stars, forks, contributors, commits, issues, pull requests,
releases, and licensure [14, 45], as well as download counts [38, 45]
and dependency relationships [45, 52].

We further analyze these developer-proposed metrics and assess
how they relate to our target metrics in Section 4.1.
Government-Backed Software Standards:

As part of the May 2021 U.S. Executive Order on Improving the
Nation’s Cybersecurity, The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) published official guidelines and standards for
enhancing software supply chains and their security [5], which in-
cludes recommended minimal standards for developer verification
of code [13]. NIST is an institution mandated by the U.S. govern-
ment to set effective standards, making these guidelines the most
prominent and current government-backed software standards that
directly apply to supply chain components such as npm packages.

Since these standards designate minimally recommended devel-
opment practices, it is applicable to investigate how they relate to
our target metrics. Hence, we utilize NIST’s standards to derive
high-level, associated metrics, which we employ as an additional
source of currently recommended package metrics. Below, we de-
scribe each of these standards and our associated package metrics.

NIST’s automated testing standard involves the programmatic
execution of unit tests, which we detect by identifying the presence
of unit-testing scripts declared within npm package metadata.

NIST’s standard for code-based static analysis encompasses the
usage of static analysis tools to uncover bugs, hard-coded secrets,
and other design flaws. Our associated metric utilizes analysis per-
formed by OSSF Scorecards [4] to detect the presence of known

static analysis applications in the GitHub workflows of packages.
Additionally, NIST’s standard includes linting tools, which we infer
by identifying the presence of linting scripts declared by packages.

NIST’s dynamic analysis standards involve the utilization of
fuzzing tools, code coverage reporters, and built-in programming
language protections provided to validate the execution of code. To
detect fuzzing tools, we utilize OSSF Scorecards’ [4] analysis which
identifies known fuzzing applications in the GitHub workflows of
packages. We identify code coverage reporting from GitHub work-
flow integrations with CodeCov [63]. Usage of built-in protections
is identified by scanning package code for JavaScript’s strict mode,
which provides greater dynamic checks and error reporting.

NIST’s standards for checking included software and depen-
dencies involves inventorying and monitoring included software
components, which we detect by identifying the presence of pinned-
dependencies and dependency update tools. Pinned-dependencies
are an up-to-date list of exact dependency versions published at
package release, and dependency update tools raise pull requests
for critical dependency updates, both of which we extract from
analysis conducted by the OSSF Scorecards project [4].

Lastly, NIST’s standard for code review and bug fixing encom-
passes development processes specifically designed to catch and
prevent bugs. Our associated metric identifies whether packages are
configured to require code review prior to merging pull requests,
as determined by OSSF Scorecards [4].

Section 4.2 assesses how our operationalizations of these NIST
standards correlate with our target metrics, in addition to how often
they are followed by the most popular npm packages.

4 RESULTS
This section presents the findings of our study on package recom-
mendations. Subsection 4.1 evaluates developer-proposed metrics,
and Subsection 4.2 examines NIST-recommended standards.

4.1 Developer-Proposed Metrics
Table 4 presents identified developer-proposed metrics and their
Spearman correlations with our target metrics.

We find the strongest and most reliable correlations between
our target metrics and the metrics which we relate to scrutiny. This
notion of scrutiny includes both project insiders, such as GitHub
contributors–which have a +0.520 correlation with bug mainte-
nance ratio and a +0.711 correlation with issues per download–as
well as project outsiders, such as forkers–which have a +0.475 cor-
relation with bug maintenance ratio and a +0.732 correlation with
issues per download. Additional metrics relating to this notion of
scrutiny include commits, open issues, version releases, stars, open
pull requests, and the presence of security and code-review policies,
which tend to demonstrate moderate to very strong correlations
with our target metrics.

Outside of scrutiny-related metrics, other developer-proposed
metrics have only very weak to moderate correlations with our
target metrics. This finding highlights an important distinction be-
tween popularity and our notion of scrutiny. Packages with greater
download counts tend to experience a use-relative decrease in de-
fect reports. This is evidenced by the moderately negative (-0.489)
correlation between weekly downloads and issues per download.
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Bug Maintenance Ratio Issues Per Download

Label Developer-Proposed Metric Avg. SD Corr Adj. Corr Corr Adj. Corr

D.1. Weekly Downloads 3 480 151.01 7 597 647.21 -0.044 -0.060 -0.489 -0.773
D.2. Dependencies 2.54 5.36 +0.189 +0.008𝑥 +0.324 +0.139
D.3. Reverse Dependencies 556.65 2770.16 +0.229 -0.074 +0.251 -0.395
D.4. Size 658 096.85 4 538 186.03 +0.458 +0.170 +0.637 +0.267
D.5. Versions 42.55 135.56 +0.466 +0.100 +0.650 +0.151
D.6. Vulnerabilities 0.15 1.07 +0.130 +0.024𝑥 +0.101 -0.100
D.7. License 0.97 0.18 +0.022𝑥 -0.019𝑥 +0.016𝑥 -0.046
D.8. Commits 574.84 2375.21 +0.529 +0.170 +0.703 +0.197
D.9. Contributors 44.42 168.17 +0.520 N/A +0.711 N/A
D.10. Stars 2329.04 8805.06 +0.436 -0.007𝑥 +0.705 +0.100
D.11. Forks 354.69 2036.78 +0.475 N/A +0.732 N/A
D.12. Open Issues 46.67 188.76 +0.422 +0.065 +0.717 +0.329
D.13. Open Pull Requests 7.6 20.22 +0.330 +0.027 +0.571 +0.203
D.14. Security Policy 0.14 0.35 +0.096 +0.001𝑥 +0.058 -0.108
D.15. Code-Review Policy 0.29 0.45 +0.235 -0.020𝑥 +0.356 +0.047
D.16. Code Coverage Integration 8.93 29.03 +0.088 +0.006𝑥 +0.110 +0.008𝑥

𝑥Note: Statistically Insignificant Correlation (p > 0.05)
Table 4: Developer-proposed package metrics alongside their means, standard deviations, and Spearman correlations with our
target metrics, both raw and adjusted for confounds of scrutiny.

Adjusting for Scrutiny:
Motivated by the overwhelming impacts of metrics we relate

to scrutiny and the underwhelming impacts of other metrics, we
examine whether measured correlations meaningfully change and
reveal any additional insights if we adjust for the effects of our
notion of scrutiny by treating it as a confounding factor.

First, we identify a total set of potential scrutiny confounds,
which includes versions, contributors, stars, forks, pull requests,
security policy, code-review policy, and code coverage integration3.

We then construct Random Forest regression models trained
to predict our target metrics based on the values of our potential
scrutiny confounds, and we extract average feature importance
measures from the trained models.

This analysis revealed that contributors and forks represent the
most distinct and impactful forms of our notion of scrutiny, ac-
counting for the largest effects. Intuitively, this finding makes sense
given that contributors are representative of critical observation
of codebases by project insiders, and forks are representative of
critical observation of codebases by project outsiders. Applying
this finding, we define scrutiny-adjusted correlations as Spearman
partial correlations which control for contributors and forks as con-
founding factors. Table 4 presents the scrutiny-adjusted correlations
between developer-proposed metrics and our target metrics.

After controlling for the effects of our notion of scrutiny, developer-
proposed metrics correlate only very weakly with bug maintenance
ratio. As for issues per downloads, this scrutiny-adjustment causes
the magnitude of correlations with popularity metrics to increase
significantly. We observe a -0.773 scrutiny-adjusted correlation
between issues per download and weekly downloads, as well as
3Although commits and issues also relate to our notion of scrutiny, we exclude them
from the potential set of scrutiny confounds since they are factored into the calculations
of our target metrics, which could bias the identification of confounding factors.

a -0.395 scrutiny-adjusted correlation between issues per down-
load and reverse dependencies, which is a measure of how many
packages depend on the given package–another form of package
popularity. This finding demonstrates that defect reports relative
to use is impacted heavily by both popularity and our notion of
scrutiny, while the proportion of commit activity dedicated to bug
fixing is most impacted by our notion of scrutiny alone. Ultimately,
we find that developer-proposed metrics–outside of popularity and
our notion of scrutiny–provide very little insight into package
quality as guided by our target metrics.

4.2 NIST Guidelines
We further analyze presently suggested package metrics by assess-
ing our operationalizations of NIST’s recently proposed guidelines
concerning minimal standards for developer verification of soft-
ware [13]. Table 5 summarizes NIST’s standards and our associated
package metrics, including their prevalence across examined pack-
ages and their Spearman correlations with our target metrics.

Surprisingly, many of the most widely utilized npm packages do
not follow these instantiations of the minimal verification standards
recommended by NIST. This result reveals large gaps between the
current state of open source software development and official
minimal standards for software verification.

With respect to their effects on bug maintenance ratios and
issues per downloads, metrics associated with NIST’s standards
have very weak to moderate correlations with our target metrics.
After adjusting for the effects of our notion of scrutiny, all of these
correlations level out to very weak at best. This finding highlights
that standards such as these can serve as further representations of
of our notion of scrutiny, but they provide few additional insights
into package quality as guided by our target metrics.
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Bug Issues
Maintenance Ratio Per Download

NIST Guideline Label Associated Metric(s) Avg. SD Prevalence Corr Adj. Corr Corr Adj. Corr

Automated Testing N.1. Testing Framework 0.75 0.43 74.86% -0.071 -0.029 -0.151 -0.113
Static Analysis N.2. Static Analysis Tooling 0.040 0.19 3.74% +0.105 +0.022𝑥 +0.132 +0.021𝑥

N.3. Linting Framework 0.34 0.48 34.44% +0.112 -0.025𝑥 +0.191 +0.031
Dynamic Analysis N.4. Fuzzing Tooling 0.0 0.02 0.06% +0.034 +0.016𝑥 +0.037 +0.012𝑥

N.5. Code Coverage Integration 0.12 0.32 11.64% +0.095 +0.010𝑥 +0.114 +0.007𝑥
N.6. Uses Strict Mode 0.71 0.45 71.13% +0.091 +0.028 +0.124 +0.047

Check Dependencies N.7. Dep. Update Tooling 0.30 0.46 29.55% +0.215 -0.007𝑥 +0.373 +0.151
N.8. Dep. Pinning 1.0 0.06 99.66% -0.050 -0.016𝑥 -0.060 -0.020𝑥

Code Review N.9. Code-Review Policy 0.29 0.45 28.65% +0.235 -0.020𝑥 +0.356 +0.047
𝑥Note: Statistically Insignificant Correlation (p > 0.05)

Table 5: NIST’s minimal standards for developer verification of software and associated metrics, alongside their means, standard
deviations, prevalence, and Spearman correlations with our target metrics, both raw and adjusted for confounds of scrutiny.
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of bug maintenance ratios versus issues
per downloads across our package dataset.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss key insights, implications, and potential
threats to validity pertaining to our findings.

5.1 Implications of Results
One key implication of our findings is that our target metrics can
aid developers and researchers alike in identifying packages that
are more attractive for use, as well as packages that potentially
benefit from additional critical observation.

Packages with larger bug maintenance ratios and issues per
downloads likely indicate highly active development communities
which are dedicated to finding and fixing bugs, while packages
with lower bug maintenance ratios and issues per downloads may
indicate a state of relative stability, or perhaps the presence of
latent bugs which are yet to be discovered. Meanwhile, packages
with higher bug maintenance ratios yet lower issues per downloads
likely indicate active development which is effective in catching and
resolving defects before they reach end-users, while packages with

lower bug maintenance ratios yet higher issues per downloads may
indicate the presence of known, but unpatched defects. Although
the correlation between bug maintenance ratios and issues per
downloads is moderate (+0.433), we observe a sizable spread of
packages with bug maintenance ratios that differ greatly from their
issues per downloads. The distribution of bug maintenance ratios
versus issues per downloads is presented in Figure 4

Packages that are highly active in uncovering and fixing bugs
are more desirable for use, especially since we find that they tend
to be backed by larger and more active development communities
that have more resources for package maintenance, which in turn
helps to build trust between package developers and package users.
Conversely, packages with suspiciously low bug maintenance ratios
or issues per downloads could warrant deeper investigation. Our
findings on existing recommendations and our proposed notion of
scrutiny can serve to inform and prioritize which packages the npm
development community and the software supply chain community
utilize and apply additional critical observation to.

5.2 Threats to Validity
Below, we discuss potential threats to the validity of our study.
Construct Validity:

Specific details in the constructions of our metrics and opera-
tionalizations may serve as a source of noise in our results.

Our calculation of bug maintenance ratio has the potential to
miss bug fixing commits if they do not specifically mention bugs
in their commit message. Additionally, the total number of bugs
fixed in a single commit, as well as the amount of development
effort encompassed by a single commit, are both obscured from our
calculation of bug maintenance ratio, which may be relevant to a
more complete understanding of bug fixing activity.

Our calculation of issues per download likely serves as an over-
representation of issue reports, as GitHub issues not only encom-
pass true software defects, but also feature requests and sometimes
even clarifying questions posed by users.

Metrics which detect the presence of tooling may be incomplete,
such as our determination of static analysis, fuzzing, and code
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coverage tooling, which only identify specific known frameworks,
thus likely undercounting the prevalence of such tooling.

Moreover, identifying which metrics relate to scrutiny, as well
as the notion of scrutiny itself, are subject to interpretation. For
example, we denote GitHub stars as pertaining to scrutiny since we
assume that developers generally employ some critical process for
starring repositories (which is supported by existing research [14]).
However, we do not denote weekly downloads or reverse depen-
dencies as pertaining to scrutiny because we view them as mere
measurements of popularity. Under a different interpretation, it
could be reasonably argued that GitHub stars are merely a mea-
surement of popularity, and thus are not scrutiny-related. Rather
yet, it could also be reasonably argued that all forms of popularity,
including weekly downloads and reverse dependencies, indicate
greater engagement and thus scrutiny. We propose one possible no-
tion of scrutiny and an interpretation of how the identified metrics
relate to it, but we acknowledge that other reasonable interpreta-
tions exist. Different interpretations may impact the definition of
scrutiny-adjusted correlations and thus the results of our work.

Although such sources of noise may introduce bias in the results
of our study, we believe that our metrics and operationalizations
are still representative of the abstract concepts the seek to measure,
and thus are useful objects of study.
Internal Validity:

Our study identifies significant correlations between package
scrutiny, issue reports, and bug maintenance. It is possible that the
relationships between these factors are not causative, or could be
impacted by factors outside of our study, such as code complexity
or project ownership structures, which have been noted by past
research on software quality [32, 66]. Further research is needed to
investigate causative links and control for such factors.

The developer-supplied link between npm packages and their
associated GitHub repositories introduces the potential for an in-
correct package-to-repository mapping, either due to developer
error or malicious obfuscation, which could bias our results. How-
ever, given that our dataset consists only of highly popular npm
packages, we believe the likelihood of such incorrect mappings
to be low. Also related to package-to-repository mappings is the
potential bias introduced by our decision to merge together data
points corresponding to multiple packages that declare the same
repository, thus changing the fundamental unit of our statistical
analyses to be GitHub projects rather than packages, which will
likely underreppresent package submodules across our analyses.

Additionally, some packages were excluded from our study be-
cause we could not generate complete metrics for them. Although
our package dropout rate was only 23.3%, and a cursory manual
analysis of dropout packages did not uncover significant distinc-
tions, the exclusion of those packages may bias our results.
External Validity:

Our study analyzes highly popular packages within npm, which
may impact the generalizability of our findings. Less popular pack-
ages, and other open source package repositories could differ in
terms of scrutiny, issue reports, and bug maintenance. Further re-
search is needed to investigate whether our results are generalizable
to other packages and repositories.
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